The Gay-Berne ͑GB͒ potential has been a popular semiempirical model for describing the short-range intermolecular forces for a wide variety of aspherical molecules, including liquid crystals and anisotropic colloids, with generally small molecular dimensions and low aspect ratios ͑Ͻ5͒. This study evaluates the parametrization of the GB potential for a high-aspect-ratio ͑=10͒ oligomer belonging to a model conjugated polymer. We elaborate that the semiflexibility associated with a large oligomer species demands a variant umbrella-sampling scheme in establishing the potentials of mean force ͑PMFs͒ for four pair ellipsoid arrangements typically utilized to parametrize the GB potential. The model ellipsoid so constructed is shown to capture the PMFs of essential intermediate arrangements as well, and, according to the results of simplex optimizations, recommendations are given for the minimum set of parameters to be included in the optimization of a large oligomer or particulate species. To further attest the parametrized GB potential, the coarse-grained ͑CG͒ Monte Carlo simulations employing the GB potential and the back-mapped, full-atom atomistic molecular dynamics ͑AMD͒ simulations were performed for a dense oligomer system at two representative system temperatures. The results indicated that the CG simulations can capture, with exceptional computational efficiency, the AMD predictions with good thermal transferability. In future perspectives, we remark on potential applications to construct efficient, parameter-free CG models for capturing fundamental material properties of large oligomer/ particulate species as well as long-chain conjugated polymers.
I. INTRODUCTION
A classical potential theory that treats the effects of molecular anisotropy in both attractive and repulsive interactions in an explicit and computationally efficient manner has been proposed some time ago by Gay and Berne and co-workers. [1] [2] [3] Nowadays, the Gay-Berne ͑GB͒ potential has become a standard model for studying the phase behavior and microstructures of liquid crystals, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] anisotropic colloids, 18, 19 and even liquid-crystalline polymers. 20, 21 In addition, the model has been elaborated in various ways so as to tackle with unlike ellipsoids or biaxial particles. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Most of the early applications with the GB potential, however, have been restricted to relatively small molecular units with generally low aspect ratios ͑Ͻ5͒, and little or no study has been devoted to evaluating the parametrization of large, semiflexible oligomers belonging to a biological or conjugated polymer that generally assume an ellipsoidal or rodlike shape. Motivated by an imperative need of constructing efficient simulation strategies and coarse-grained ͑CG͒ models for capturing fundamental material properties of long-chain conjugated polymers from solution to the quenching state, we have thoroughly examined the GB potential as a framework for building analytic interaction potentials to describe a model ellipsoidal oligomer with dimension as large as ϳ6 nm and an aspect ratio up to 10. The major findings are summarized in this paper, where we systematically unveil the novel aspects involved in the parametrization of a large, semiflexible oligomer species and supplement credible verifications of the parametrized GB potential for capturing, with exceptional computational efficiency, essential structural features of a dense oligomer system.
In the following sections, Sec. II introduces a standard GB potential function considered in this work; Sec. III addresses the parametrization protocols proposed for a model conjugated oligomer; Sec. IV attests the parametrized GB potential for a dense system at two representative system temperatures, through a detailed comparison between CG Monte Carlo simulations employing the GB potential and the back-mapped, full-atom atomistic molecular dynamics ͑AMD͒ simulations; Sec. V remarks on how the parametrization protocols proposed in this study may, in principle, allow for the construction of efficient, parameter-free CG models for large oligomer/particulate species as well as longchain conjugated polymers; Sec. VI summarizes the central observations and implications of this study.
II. MODEL
The GB potential for two like aspherical molecules bears a general form
where u i and u j are the unit vectors describing the orientations of the molecule pair i and j under consideration, r ij = r ij / ͉r ij ͉ is a unit vector connecting their geometric centers, 0 is related to the molecular dimension, is a dimensionless parameter that helps control the width of the potential well independent of its depth or location of the potential minimum, and the principal exponents ͑2␣ , ␣͒ typically take values from the standard Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential to be ͑12, 6͒. As we show in this study, has a similar effect as ␣ does at large molecular dimensions.
The functional geometric parameter in Eq. ͑1͒ is defined as
where reflects the geometric anisotropy of an ellipsoid-it is identical to zero for spherical particles, 1 for infinitely long rods and Ϫ1 for infinitely thin disks; e and s specify the separations at which the attractive and the repulsive terms in the GB potential cancel each other for the end-to-end and side-by-side arrangements, respectively; see the schematic presentations in Sec. III. Similarly, the energetic parameter in Eq. ͑1͒ is also orientation-dependent,
where
Here, Ј measures the anisotropy of the attractive forces, 31 by fitting the GB potential with various Lennard-Jones centers. In the present case with a large oligomer species, though, we found the predictions of Eq. ͑1͒ to be generally insensitive to the choices of and .
In Sec. III, we describe how the major floating parameters in the GB potential, i.e., , Ј , 0 , 0 , , , , as well as the principal exponents ͑2␣ , ␣͒ may be systematically determined for a model ellipsoidal oligomer using atomistic force-field computations and simplex optimizations. Figure 1͑a͒ depicts two different representations of the model oligomers belonging to a widely studied semiconducting conjugated polymer, poly͑2-methoxy-5-͑2Ј-ethylhexyloxy͒-1,4-phenylenevinylene͒ ͑MEH-PPV͒. MEH-PPV is an interesting amphiphilic semiflexible polymer that exhibits rich single-chain conformations and supramolecular aggregation morphologies in solution with varying solvent quality, having a persistence length and conjugation length recently estimated to contain about 25 monomers 32 and eight monomers, 33 respectively. Due to the presence of synthesized defects, [34] [35] [36] [37] in particular the tetrahedral defect as indicated in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the entire chain may well be modeled by sequential loosely joined ellipsoids. Note that, in general, thermal fluctuations or cis-defects may break the ideal, planar feature of MEH-PPV oligomers; otherwise, a biaxial version of the GB potential might appear better applicable. Considering the typical percentage of tetrahedral defects, [34] [35] [36] [37] a model ellipsoid consisting of ten MEH-PPV monomers is presently investigated for the parametrization of the GB potential. The major procedures outlined below should, nevertheless, be unaffected by a different number of monomers considered. It will become evident that, without accounting for the effects of localized, anisotropic − in- teractions at the coarse-grained level considered, the GB potential of Eq. ͑1͒ turns out to perform excellently in describing the structural features of a dense oligomer system. Note, in particular, that the model ellipsoidal oligomer bears a dimension as large as ϳ6 nm and an aspect ratio about 10. In early studies exploiting the GB potentials fitted from AMD simulation data for predictive purposes, 28, 38 much smaller molecular units and lower aspect ratios ͑i.e., the value of e / s ͒ were usually considered. Among the important features in treating relatively large molecular dimensions is that the effects of intrinsic semiflexibility of an oligomer species must be properly tackled. Next, we address this issue in light of the force-field construction using AMD simulation data as well as the subsequent parametrization of the GB potential using simplex optimizations.
III. PARAMETRIZATION
First, we pursue the pair potentials between two like ellipsoids for four mutual arrangements typically considered in the parametrization of the GB potential: side-by-side, cross, T-shape, and end-to-end alignments, as depicted in Figs. 1͑b͒-1͑e͒. The following discussion involving preequilibrated oligomer conformations in atomistic coordinates has adopted the results obtained from a standard Monte Carlo method 39 and the force fields provided by DREIDING. 40 To create the potentials of mean force ͑PMFs͒ for the four arrangements noted above, subsequent AMD simulations were enforced by a variant umbrella-sampling scheme. The major modifications in this umbrella sampling lie in that not only must the motions ͑or positions͒ of the central masses of two interacting oligomers be restrained, but similar constraints are applied to additional positions and mutual angles so as to properly control the conformational variations due to the semiflexibility of the oligomer. This extra effort, in fact, accounts for an essential feature of the present construction of PMFs, and it is achieved by imposing additional bond and bond-angle potentials to help maintain the specific mutual alignment of the two oligomers during AMD simulations, as detailed below.
For the side-by-side arrangement depicted in Fig. 1͑b͒ , weak potentials ͑see Table I͒ regulating three bonds and four bond angles were used to restrain the intercenter distance r 0 as well as the mutual alignment, set at bond͑atom 1,1 -atom 2,1 ͒,
angle͑atom 2,2 -atom 2,1 -atom 1,1 ͒, and angle͑atom 2,2 -atom 2,3 -atom 1,3 ͒, respectively. For the cross arrangement shown in Fig. 1͑c͒ , one bond and two bond angles along with one planar angle were restrained at bond͑atom 1,2 -atom 2,2 ͒, angle͑atom 1,1 -atom 1,2 -atom 2,2 ͒, angle͑atom 2,1 -atom 2,2 -atom 1,2 ͒, and planar-angle ͑atom 1,1 -atom 1,2 -atom 2,2 -atom 21 ͒, respectively. For the T-shape arrangement depicted in Fig. 1͑d͒ , one bond and two bond angles were restrained at bond͑atom 1,2 -atom 2,1 ͒, angle͑atom 1,1 -atom 1,2 -atom 2,1 ͒, and angle͑atom 2,2 -atom 2,1 -atom 1,2 ͒, respectively. Finally, for the end-to-end case considered in Fig. 1͑e͒ , one bond and two bond angles were restrained at bond͑atom 1,1 -atom 2,1 ͒, angle͑atom 1,2 -atom 1,1 -atom 2,1 ͒, and angle͑atom 2,2 -atom 2,1 -atom 1,1 ͒, respectively. Note that all atoms whose second index labeled as 1 ͑or 3͒ and 2 lie in the end and the central points of an oligomer, respectively.
For each of the above-mentioned arrangements, the mean separation r 0 varies in the range of 0-20 Å with a uniform increment of 0.1 Å. For a given value of r 0 , AMD simulations ͑with DREIDING force fields͒ were performed at T = 298.15 K ͑with a coupling constant of 0.1 ps͒ for 1 ns, with an integration time step of 1 fs and a cutoff distance of 15 Å for all nonbonding interactions. This amounts to a total of 1000 atomistic configurations later used to compute the PMFs at a given oligomer separation, r 0 . The variant umbrella-sampling scheme described above is especially useful for large molecular objects with a high aspect ratio and certain flexibilities.
Following the methods described above, the PMFs for various arrangements have been systematically established and shown in Fig. 2 . The PMFs were later utilized to determine the major parameters in the GB potential through simplex optimizations. In the simplex optimization, the Figs. 1͑b͒-1͑e͒, 
GB ͑r , ͕p n ͖͒͒ 2 , was minimized with respect to the full set of parameters: ͕p n ͖ : ͕ , Ј , 0 , 0 , , , , ␣͖, where the full potential curve and all the four arrangements have been included in the optimization.
Using the criterion ͉͕p n ͖ i − ͕p n ͖ i−1 ͉ Ͻ 10 −4 ͑i stands for the ith iteration, as for the U i GB given above͒ for all the parameters belonging to ͕p n ͖, the total number of iterations is about 10 000. Note, however, that only integral numbers were attempted for the parameter values of , , and ␣. The GB potentials so constructed were also compared in Fig. 2 with the original PMFs established by AMD computations, and typical parameter values were gathered in Table II . It is evident that the results of the simplex optimization become insensitive to the parameter values of ͑ , ͒, when there is a much deeper potential well associated with the side-by-side arrangement than in other cases. Moreover, the usual choice ␣ = 6 can be retained by optimizing the parameter value of alone, as can be seen from the inset plots of Fig. 2 . From a different perspective, this implies that the principal exponent ␣ must be included in the parametrization if = 1 is implicitly assumed in some formulations. For instance, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that the usual choices ␣ = 6 and = 1 with small molecules fail to describe the PMFs of the MEH-PPV oligomer. In summary, for large oligomer species, it appears that the parameter values of ͑ , ͒ might be preselected while optimizing ͑with ␣ =6͒ or ␣ ͑with =1͒ with other parameters in the GB potential, so as to greatly reduce the burden of simplex optimizations. In Sec. IV, the third set of parameters in Table II -as has been used in producing the results shown in Fig. 2 -is employed to attest the parametrized GB potential describing a dense oligomer system. At this point, it is instructive to see how well the parametrized GB potential based on four standard ellipsoid arrangements may capture the PMFs of essential intermediate arrangements that have not been included in the optimization procedure. Thus, we compare in Fig. 3 the predictions of the parametrized GB potential with the AMD computations for three additional arrangements falling between the side-byside and cross arrangements. Considering these specific arrangements is important not only because of the high-aspectratio oligomer species examined, but they are among the most frequently encountered mutual alignments that would discriminate between ordered and disordered phases in a dense or condensed system. Clearly, there is an excellent agreement between the two predictions for all these arrangements.
IV. VERIFICATION
To further attest the parametrized GB potential for a many-body interacting system, we have performed CG Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ simulations of a dense system constituted by model MEH-PPV oligomers. The simulation was carried out in a NVT ensemble ͓for each independent subsystem discussed below, one has N = 200 ellipsoids, V = ͑94 Å͒ 3 , and T = 298 or 563 K͔ with periodic boundary conditions for totally 200 000 MC moves. The maximum translational displacement ␦r max and rotational displacement ␦⍀ max in a single MC move were set to be 0 and 45°, respectively, and the actual moves were enforced by uniformly distributed random numbers falling in the range ͓0,1͔. Specifically, the rotational displacement ␦⍀ was dictated by three Euler angles ͑ , , ͒ and the associated rotation matrix. The aforementioned treatment was noted to substantially enhance the efficiency of MC moves. As each subsystem has reached an equilibrium in the CGMC ͑Coarse-Grained Monte Carlo͒ simulation exploiting the parametrized GB potential after about 100 000 MC moves, when the fluctuation in total internal energy was noted to be less than 10%, the simulation was carried out for another 100 000 MC moves before a systematic back-mapping [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] was adopted to return the system to fullatom coordinates for subsequent AMD simulations using the software package DL_POLY_2 46 and the DREIDING force fields. 40 In this back-mapping procedure, an already equilibrated atomistic conformation of MEH-PPV oligomer was directly assigned to each CG ellipsoid so as to expedite the equilibration in AMD simulations. Then, AMD simulations of the full-atom system in the NVT ensemble were performed for another 100 ps to warrant local equilibrium.
It should be noted, however, that the large MEH-PPV oligomers considered make the dense system somewhat "entangled," where individual oligomers cannot easily drift through each other. Under this circumstance, the CGMC simulation plays an important role of rendering a global equilibration of the simulation system, while the backmapped AMD simulation further attains local equilibrium at an atomistic level. 47 In fact, in dense systems constituted by much smaller ellipsoidal species, for which spatial rearrangement is relatively easy to proceed, the simulation system is usually noted to "stabilize" only after a considerably longer time in bare AMD simulations. 48 To ensure a proper sampling by the CGMC simulation, therefore, the pair distribution functions shown below have exploited simulation data from 100 independent subsystems of MEH-PPV oligomers. Compared with the results from a single subsystem prescribed above, the ensemble average was noticed to modify primarily the relative weightings of characteristic ellipsoid arrangements in a dense system, but not the overall structural feature. Figure 4 shows the CG and the back-mapped, fullatom representations, respectively, of a typical subsystem. For a more authentic pictorial CG-representation of the MEH-PPV oligomers shown in this figure, one is referred to the software package QMGA recently developed by Gabriel and co-workers. 49 Figure 5 shows the comparison between CGMC and AMD simulations for the predicted radial distribution function. A good agreement between the two can clearly be seen. Figure 6 shows the corresponding radial-angular distributions that are able to characterize the full alignment in a system consisting of anisotropic species ͑see, for example, Fig. 6 of Ref. 50 and the discussion therein͒. Again, there is a good agreement between the two simulations. Thus, the success of the GB-based CGMC simulations clearly lends support to the ͑uniaxial͒ ellipsoid model and parametrization protocols proposed in the prior section for a large, semiflexible oligomer species at the coarse-grained level considered. Note, in particular, that the GB-based CGMC simulation is estimated to be about 10 000 times more efficient than the brute-force AMD simulation in attaining a similar global equilibration. This explains why it is crucial to parametrize the GB potentials for molecular species with a high aspect ratio in order to facilitate the investigation of fundamental material properties of large aspherical molecules, as we further discuss later.
To examine the thermal transferability of the parametrized GB potential, we have also carried out CGMC and AMD simulations at an elevated system temperature, T = 563 K, at which an early experiment on MEH-PPV films FIG. 4 . Back-mapping of a simulation subsystem from the CG ellipsoids ͑top͒ to the full-atom representations ͑bottom͒, where the two asymmetric alkoxy side chains were not shown explicitly.
FIG. 5.
Comparison of the predicted radial distribution functions between CGMC and AMD simulations for a dense system of MEH-PPV oligomers. Each peak is numbered and identified with a specific spatial correlation.
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has indicated a phase transition from ordered to disordered state. 51 At the present stage, however, we ignored possible temperature dependences of the parameter values in the GB potential, and thus the CGMC simulation is affected by the system temperature solely through the Boltzmann weights specifying the elementary MC moves.
Despite this seemingly crude approximation, Fig. 5 shows that the CGMC simulation performs reasonably well in describing the radial distribution function at a higher system temperature. In particular, the simulation, while accurately capturing the height and location of the main peak, can well capture a substantial smearing of the structural feature manifested by the remaining peaks. Aside from a slight disparity, perhaps arising from thermally agitated oligomer flexibility, one sees in Fig. 6 that there is also a fair agreement in the predicted radial-angular distributions. To affirm the average orientation state, we have also computed the order parameter often employed to characterize the "director" of a liquid crystal. The results were found to be 0.53Ϯ 0.04 at 298 K and 0.21Ϯ 0.04 at 563 K for the CGMC simulation, compared to 0.52Ϯ 0.06 at 298 K and 0.18Ϯ 0.07 at 563 K for the AMD simulation. Thus, the simulation predicts a nematic phase at 298 K and an isotropic phase at 563 K, as observed in experiment with MEH-PPV films. 51 It should be mentioned, however, that the current comparison with MEH-PPV films remains at a preliminary stage at best, given that the fabrication of a conjugated polymer film usually involves a complicated flow-processing history as well as that localized, anisotropic − interactions play an essential role in a quenching state. These issues are addressed in Sec. V from the perspective of future applications with long-chain MEH-PPV systems. FIG. 6 . Comparison of the predicted radial-angular distributions between CGMC and AMD simulations for a dense system of MEH-PPV oligomers. The two-dimensional histogram of ͑cos͑͒ , r / 0 ͒ for each pair of molecules is normalized by r 2 and color-coded from blue ͑low density͒ to red ͑high density͒.
V. DISCUSSION
As implied by the simulation results shown thus far, the GB-based CGMC simulations provide an appealing way to tackle with material systems consisting of high-aspect-ratio, semiflexible oligomer or particulate species. This is especially so, when similar back-mapping procedures are adopted to render an efficient and accurate simulation of the material system of interest. Namely, whereas the CGMC simulation helps accomplish the usually crucial step of reaching a global equilibrium for a dense system, the back-mapped, finergrained simulation such as AMD would facilitate the remaining local equilibrium and, moreover, allow for a precise account of localized interaction forces and structures. In general, the effectiveness of such a multiscale scheme can be anticipated, given the self-consistency of the force fields utilized at various stages of a multiscale simulation.
A similar protocol may, in fact, apply to constructing efficient, parameter-free CG models for investigating longchain MEH-PPV-one of the imperative goals that have motivated the present study. The basic ideas are as follows. First, similar procedures for constructing the PMFs as well as performing the parametrization within the GB potential may be exploited for a pair of MEH-PPV oligomers suspended in the baths of specific solvents. An ongoing work suggests that the effects of solvent quality on the pair oligomer interactions can be faithfully captured in this way. Afterward, individual model oligomers are connected by weak bonding forces mimicking the effect of tetrahedral defects, as depicted in Fig. 1 . To this end, either the CG polymer model so constructed may be directly employed to investigate single-chain or aggregation properties in specific solvent systems, or a systematic back-mapping-as we recently demonstrated for a typical conjugated polymer 45 -may be adopted to scrutinize material properties from solution to the quenching state, where the effects of anisotropic, localized interaction forces such as − interactions may be further incorporated in a computationally efficient way. Our current estimate is that, using the strategy described above, it might be possible to simulate single MEH-PPV chains with as many as 3000 monomer units-so that previously surmised microstructures in this long-chain limit 34 may be practically tracked.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how large, semiflexible oligomer species with a high aspect ratio may be parametrized within the GB potential that has found widespread applications for aspherical molecules and colloids with ordinarily small molecular dimensions and low aspect ratios. The semiflexibility associated with the oligomer species, however, requires a variant umbrella-sampling scheme to construct the PMFs for four pair ellipsoid arrangements typically employed to parametrize the GB potential. The GB potential so constructed was shown to excellently reproduce the PMFs at essential intermediate arrangements. Moreover, according to the results of simplex optimizations, recommendations were given for the minimum set of parameters to be included in the optimization of a large oligomer or particulate species.
Further comparison between the GB-based CGMC simulations and the back-mapped, full-atom AMD simulations of a dense oligomer system has verified an excellent agreement between these two. Good thermal transferability of the CGMC simulation has also been found at an elevated system temperature. The general agreement noted above was clearly suggestive of the effectiveness of the proposed ellipsoid model and parametrization protocols for a typical conjugated oligomer at the coarse-grained level considered. On this ground, we remarked on potential applications to construct efficient, parameter-free CG models for capturing fundamental material properties of large oligomer/particulate species as well as long-chain conjugated polymers through systematic forward and backward mappings that begin with a properly parametrized GB potential regulating the pair interactions of elementary ellipsoidal or rodlike units
